The S matrix for photon and graviton processes is studied in perturbation theory, under the restriction that the only creation and annihilation operators for massless particles of spin j allowed in the interaction are those for the physical states with helicity +j.The most general covariant fields that can be constructed from such operators cannot represent real photon and graviton interactions, because they give amplitudes for emission or absorption of massless particles which vanish as p&' for momentum p~0 . In order to obtain long-range forces it is necessary to introduce noncovariant "potentials" in the interaction, and the Lorentz invariance of the S matrix requires that these potentials be coupled to conserved tensor currents, and also that there appear in the interaction direct current-current couplings, like the Coulomb interaction. We then 6nd that the potentials for j = 1 and j = 2 must inevitably satisfy Maxwell's and Einstein's equations in the Heisenberg representation. We also show that although the existence of magnetic monopoles is consistent with parity and time-reversal invariance tprovided that I' and T are dered to take a monopole into its antiparticle), it is nevertheless impossible to construct a Lorentz-invariant S matrix for magnetic monopoles and charges in perturbation theory.
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with H (t) the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction representation H'(t) = exp(iEPt) H' exp( -iHrt), (1.2) where H~i s the free-particle Hamiltonian and H' the interaction. The operator H'(t) is some function of the creation and annihilation operators of free particles, and we know that these operators transform according to the various familiar representations of the inhomogeneous f Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow. 'E. P. Wigner, Ann. Math. 40, 149(1939) However, the logical structure of physics is often antiparallel to its historical development. For the purposes of this article, the reader is requested to forget all he knows of electrodynamics and general relativity, and instead to take as his starting point the Lorentz invariance of the S matrix calculated by Feynman- Dyson perturbation theory. That is, we assume the S matrix to be given by ( -i)" 5= Q dtr dt"T(H'(t ) H'(t") } (1.1) n=o g'f accord these the names of photon and graviton, with no implication intended that these particles necessarily have anything to do with gauge invariance or geometry. Our fundamental requirement on the form of H'(t) is that (1.1) must yield a Lorentz-invariant 8 matrix.
The power of this requirement is only now beginning to be appreciated. There are strong indications, "
(though as yet no careful proof) that it yields all the results usually associated with local field theories, including the existence of antiparticles, crossing symmetry, spin and statistics, CPT, the Feynman rules, etc. The purpose of this article is to explore the consequences of Lorentz invariance in perturbation theory, for the special case of zero mass and integer spin. We shall find within this perturbative dynamical framework that Maxwell's theory and EAzsteie's theory are esserttially the strtiqste Lorerrte irseariartt -theories of massless particles with spirs j=1 and j =2. By "essentially" we mean only that the conserved current ris and ri&" to which the photon and graviton are coupled need not be precisely equal to the electric charge current J& and the stress-energy tensor 0&", since we can always add Pauli-type currents which vanish in the limits of zero momentum transfer, or of long range. In the same sense, we shall also find that there are eo Lorentz-invariant theories of massless particles with j=3, 4 etc. , that is, no theories which yield an inverse-square-law macroscopic fol ce.
These conclusions have already been anticipated in an earlier article on pure S-matrix theory. ' We showed For the case m/0, see S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 133, B1318 (1964 . ' For the case m=0, see S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 134, B882 (1964) .
'S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 135, B1049 (1964 . See also D.
Zwanziger, Phys. Rev. 133, B1036 (1964 . For a preliminary account of this work and that of the present article, see S. Weinberg, Phys. Letters 9, 557 (1964 with O~the same angle as in (2.6). The creation operator b*(y, -X) transforms like u(y, li). Using (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.1) shows instantly that F~(x) are tensors, 
III. POTENTIALS
After having shown that any free Geld can be constructed from F~(x) and its derivatives, we might feel justified in trying to construct the interaction Hamiltonians for photons and gravitons out of P+~&"l and F~~"""""'. Bgt this does not work. Inspection of (2.1) shows that the amplitude for emitting or absorbing a massless particle of spin j by a Geld F~(x) will vanish like p~'I' for momentum p~0 . Hence 
This can be written and of course Asi" »(x) =A+ui »(x)"+A» sr(x)"(3. 14)
i B»" »(x) = A+si "»(x) A»" »(x). -(3.15)
We will 6nd it convenient from now on to shift our attention from A~(x) to the potentials A (x) and B(x), dined by
The discussion of Sec. III makes it clear that the A~(x) cannot be fields, in the sense of (2.4) and (2.5). .10) is See e.g. , J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 74, 1439 (1948); 127, 324 (1964).
Indeed
A particle that interacts with left-and right-handed particles with the same coupling constant will be coupled only to A(x), while one that has coupling constants of opposite sign to left-and right-handed quanta will interact only with B(x). Hence an ordinary charge will couple only to A&(x), while a magnetic monopole will couple to B&(x). The two fields can be distinguished by their different behavior 'under parity (P) and timereversal (T): 
In momentum space the propagator is
For j= 1 we easily calculate (in Appendix A)
II""(«) = g""+n"q "+n"q" -q"g n~= {0, 0,0, 1) (5.8)
The second term~""graa is not covariant, but it is proportional to factors q" or q" which give zero" when multiplied into the conserved currents connected by g, &". The final term 6/'"~" is also not covariant, but it is characterized by the absence of the pole at I q'I = I «I:
6 "i"(q)=n n"/I«I'.
(5.9)
Hence it gives a coordinate-space propagator that is » This is easy to prove in electrodynamics, where the current does not involve the potential; see R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 101, 769 (1949) , Sec. 8. LThis result is also implicit in the theo rem proved here in Appendix B. g The situation is enormousiy more complicated in the case of gravitation, where the "current" must involve the potential A&"; we will not attempt a treatmqgt gf this highly nontrivial problem here.
and we obtain 11""(q) = g""+((n"q"+n"q")q'/ I «I ') -(q"q"/I « I')+(q'n"n"/I «I ') (5.6)
Hence the propagator may be written as the sum of three terms
.""(q) =~" "-. (q)+~""". e(q)+~""i-(q) (5.7)
The first term Ai'"" (q) The particular form of (6.14) and (6.15) arises because (6.1) and (6.5) impose on AIr"(x) the Coulomb gauge However, the response of one system of charges to another system cannot be described solely in terms of the three-vector field A~'(x), because there is also a direct Coulomb interaction (5.12) between the two systems. For instance, it is easy to show that the S matrix for a transition n -+ P caused by an infinitesimal~F~"
'(x) = -8 '(x).
The crucial importance of current conservation for
Lorentz invariance is apparent again in these field equations.
VIL DERIVATION OF EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS
The traceless part of the spatial components of the gravitational field A~&"(x) in the Heisenberg representa- +asa'Arr&'(x)+8'8& (A Jr'"(x) ', A -rr-' s( x) j. (7.18) To the field equations (7.15) -(7.18) we must append two 6rst-order equations, which remind us that we have defined the traceless part (7.1) of AIr" to be divergenceless 8 A ir"(x) = g'8 A Ir' (x) (7.19) and have defined Air+ and Air'; in (7.12) and (7.13) so that the conservation of rirrs" relates them by q,A",s(, ) --', aoAa';(x) . (7.20) The complicated form of (7.15) -(7,18) just arises from the fact that we happen to have de6ned A~&" in the peculiar gauge characterized by (7.19) and (7.20). We might have avoided some algebra along the way had we chosen a diGcrcnt polRlizRtlon tensor in foI'Inlng the potential (7.2), but the choice we made was the most obvious generalization of the Coulomb gauge used for j = 1, and at any rate has brought us safely to our goal. Equation (7.21) can also be put in the familiar form Rrr "(x)--, 'g "Rrr"i(x) = -g~" (x). (7.23) If g&&"(x) were proportional to the energy-momentum tensor of matter alone then (7.23) would be identical with Einstein's equations iLl the weak 6eld limit, where we set the Einstein metric tensor equal to the Minkowski g&" plus our A~&", and keep only terms of 6rst order in A~&". However, such a theory would not be Lorentz invariant, because I orentz invariance requires that B"grr""=0, and this condition is fulfilled only if the current gird'" contains terms involving A rr~", representing the energy and momentum density of gravitation. If we therefore identify g&"" with the full-energy momentum tensor 8"" of matter plus gravitation, Eq. (7.23) becomes highly nonlinear. As remarked by Gupta, " there ls obviously one choice of a conserved 8&" which makes (7.23) -a"ai,Aa""(x)+&"&"Ae"), (x) ( 7 22 For j=k, (A.4) agrees with (5.4) or (5.6), so it agrees with them for all j, because II&"(j) is related to II""(k) by the rotation R&i(j) which takes k into q:
II&"(g) = E&i,(g)E" (j)IP&(k) .
(A.7)
A similar argument veri6es Eq. (5.14) for 11»&'"'"'(j) and veri6es Eq. Here K~i s the generator of pure Lorentz transformations on the free-particle states; H~i s the free-particle Hamiltonian, and H (/) is the interaction in the interaction representation H'(3) = exp(iHrt)H' exp( -iHrt) .
The operator K'(t) is unrestricted, except that it must have the same t dependence as H'(t):
K'(t) = exp(iHrt) K' exp( -iH~r) (8.2) with the free-particle matrix elements of K' sufficiently smooth functions of energy so that, effectively, K'(t)~0 for t~+~(8.3) this limit being understood in the same sense as the usual "adiabatic switching on and off" of H'(i).
We will prove here that (8.1) is satisfied in the simplest case, i.e. , quantum electrodynamics with an A-independent current: These are the numerators, respectively, of the photon propagator linking two charges or two monopoles, the photon propagator linking a charge and a monopole, and the graviton propagator. 
